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Abstract. Any matrix � of dimension ����� ( �
	�� ) can be reduced to upper triangular form by multiplying
by a sequence of �������������������� appropriately chosen rotation matrices. In this work, we address the question
of whether such a factorization exists when the set of allowed rotation planes is restricted. We introduce the rotation
graph as a tool to devise elimination orderings in QR factorizations. Properties of this graph characterize sets of
rotation planes that are sufficient (or sufficient under permutation) and identify rotation planes to add to complete a
deficient set. We also devise a constructive way to determine all feasible rotation sequences for performing the QR
factorization using a restricted set of rotation planes. We present applications to quantum circuit design and parallel
QR factorization.
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1. Introduction. The QR factorization of a matrix � of dimension ���! ( �#"$ ) is
a key tool in many matrix computations, including finding a basis for the range or null space
of a matrix and solving linear least squares problems. The unitary or real orthogonal matrix%

is usually computed in one of three ways: Givens rotations, Householder reflections, or
Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization [8]. We focus in this paper on Givens rotations.

The Givens-based decomposition is also an essential tool in quantum computing. A
quantum computation applies a unitary matrix to a vector [5], and quantum (logic) circuits
are a notational shorthand for factorizations of such unitary matrices into more basic ones,
corresponding to gates. These gates are either tensor products of &'�(& unitary matrices
with identity matrices (one-qubit operators) or tensors of )*��) unitary matrices with identity
matrices (two-qubit operators.) It is also common to implement Givens rotations using circuit
blocks that include up to +-,/. controls ( �102 '03&54 ), with the number of gates proportional
to the number of controls.

A (real) Givens rotation 687:9 is a matrix that is equal to the identity except that four
entries are modified: ;<7=7>02;?9@9�0$ACBEDGF and ;<7:9�0H,I;?9�7J0KD�L�M�F for some angle NPOQFRO3&5S .
Forming 6T7:9U� modifies only rows V and W of a matrix, and an appropriate choice of F forces
some entry in the W th row of the product to be zero. The extension to the complex case is
straightforward.

The usual Givens QR algorithm reduces � to upper triangular form by applying �X !,
 ZY[ R\3.^]�_<& Givens rotations in the order

6*`badcade�fCgCgUg 6*`bahcahi�f 6*`�ejcejklfUgCgCg 6*`�e�ce�i*fCgUgCgmf 6*`=nocnGp noqra?fUgCgUg 6 `�nocnsp i f
where 6t`=uvc7w9 is used to zero out the entry in row W and column x of the product.

There are many different rotation sequences that accomplish this same goal, however.
For example, for a )��zy matrix, we could construct

%
by applying the rotations indicated
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above

6 `bahcahe f 6 `|adcahk f 6 `bahca@} f 6 `�ejcejk f 6 `�ejce�} f 6 `�k�ckh}
or by applying this sequence of rotations:

6*`bahckh}~f 6*`bahcejk�f 6*`|adcahe�f 6*`�e�ckh}~f 6*`�ejcejk�f 6*`�kjck�}lg
Both sequences produce an upper triangular � using the minimal number of rotations.

However, performance can vary based on the choice of ordering of Givens rotations.
Moreover, some rotation planes might not be available.� Commercial computers have memory hierarchies (involving registers, cache levels,

main memory, disks, etc.), so some pairs of rows are faster to access than others.
Thus, in order to obtain optimal performance, the choice of rotations must depend
on the layout of the matrix in memory.� For parallel or grid computing with memory distributed among processors, the choi-
ce of rotations should minimize the amount of processor communication, and this
again depends on how the matrix is distributed among processors.� In quantum circuit design, applying a rotation for which the binary representations of
V�,�. and WI,/. differ in a single bit can be accomplished by a single fully-controlled
one-qubit rotation (a particular Givens rotation) and hence costs a small number of
gates. All other rotations require a permutation of data before the rotation is applied
and thus should be avoided.� Since many atoms and ions have more than two hyperfine energy levels for the elec-
tron into which quantum data might be encoded, there is also interest in quantum
multi-level logics (qudits.) However, selection rules apply to these hyperfine levels,
meaning that some but not all choices of Givens rotation planes can be accessed
using laser pulses.

Therefore, it is important to determine whether a given set of rotation planes �sY[V f Ws]�� can be
used to reduce a matrix to upper triangular form using a minimal number of rotations. We
will call such a set of rotation planes complete. In this paper we provide a constructive answer
to the following question:

Given a set of allowed rotation planes �sY[V f Ws]v� , is there an algorithm to
reduce any ���l matrix � to upper triangular form using �� l,8 ZY� �\�.?]�_o&
rotations in those planes?

In other words, is the set of allowed rotation planes complete?
In the next section we answer this question, and then in Section 3 we illustrate the appli-

cation of our result.

2. Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for Completeness of a Set of Rotations. The
key to the solution of our problem is the rotation graph, an undirected graph of � nodes with
a connection between node V and node W if a rotation is allowed in plane Y�V f Ws] . A sample
rotation graph is given in Figure 2.1. There are 4 edges and therefore 4 allowed rotation
planes.

A feasible rotation sequence for step x of a triangularization will be a sequence of ��,�x
allowed rotation planes that can be used to reduce the elements in rows x�\K. through � of
column x to zero.

One other definition is useful. Consider deleting the nodes of a tree one-by-one, with
the root deleted last, in any order that leaves a connected tree at each stage. From such an
admissible node ordering, the list of edges Y[V f Ws] in the order in which node W was deleted
defines an admissible edge ordering. For example, form a tree from the graph in Figure 2.1
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FIG. 2.1. A sample rotation graph.

by removing the edge Y�& f yE] and rooting the graph at node 1. Then the three admissible edge
orderings are

Y�y f )s] f Yh. f yE] f Yd. f &<]m�Y�y f )s] f Yh. f &<] f Yd. f yE]m�Yh. f &<] f Y�y f )�] f Yh. f y�] g
Notice that these are exactly the three feasible rotation sequences ( x�0�. ) for the rotation
planes corresponding to the three edges that we kept.

One interesting rotation graph is the star graph, with node � connected by an edge to
each other node. There are Y��H,'&E]v� admissible edge orderings on the resulting tree rooted at
� , corresponding to feasible rotation sequences that put ��,z. zeros in column 1 of a matrix
using rotations Y�� f W�] , W'0�& fCgUgCg �1,3. in any order, followed by the rotation Yh. f �!] . It is
easy to see that this set of �1,2. rotation planes is complete, since it can be used to reduce
any ���� ( ��"( ) matrix to upper triangular form.

A second interesting rotation graph is the chain. There are constraints on the node num-
bering for the chain, though. If the rotation graph is the chain 1–2–3, then we can introduce
zeros in the first column using the rotations (2,3) and (1,2), and then in the second column us-
ing the rotation (2,3), so these rotation planes are complete. If the rotation graph is the chain
3–1–2, then we can introduce zeros in the first column using the rotations (1,3) and (1,2) in
either order. But then there are no rotations that can be used to zero the element in row 3,
column 2 of the matrix, so this set of rotation planes is not complete and is not sufficient for
triangularization.

These examples lead us to understand that there is a correspondence between feasible
rotation sequences and admissible edge orderings of trees derived from the rotation graph.
We summarize this relation in the following result.

LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that an � -node rotation graph is connected after removal of nodes
. through x�,Q. .

a. Then there exists an admissible node ordering on the remaining ��,�x nodes.
b. An ordering of the edges of a spanning tree of the Y���,�x�] -node graph, rooted at node

x , is admissible if and only if the corresponding rotation sequence at step x of the reduction
of a matrix to upper triangular form is feasible.

Proof. a. Create any spanning tree rooted at x . An admissible node ordering can be
created by a depth first search, deleting children before parents.

b. Suppose we have an admissible ordering of the edges of a spanning tree rooted at
node x , and consider the sequence of rotations corresponding to this ordering, where we use
rotation Y[V f Ws] to eliminate the element in row W of the matrix when node W of the graph is
deleted. Consider the first edge Y�V f Ws] in the list. One of its nodes, say W , the one further from
x , does not appear later in the list, since it is being deleted. In the matrix, we can zero the
element in row W , knowing that none of our later rotations will use this row and that either
VZ0
x or we will have a later opportunity to zero the element in row V , when its turn for node
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deletion comes. We repeat this argument on each of the ��,Tx edges in our list through the last
edge, which uses rotation Y�x f Ws] to eliminate the last node other than x . Thus an admissible
edge ordering induces a feasible rotation sequence.

Conversely, if we have a feasible rotation sequence, then it defines an elimination order
for the nodes of the rotation graph, with x eliminated last. These rotations form a spanning
tree rooted at x by directing each edge toward the node that is not eliminated.

Now we can state the criterion for determining completeness of a set of allowed rotation
planes, related to the notion of reachable sets [7, p.97].

THEOREM 2.2. A set of allowed rotation planes ��Y�V f Ws]�� with .�O2V f WXO2� is complete
if and only if for every node W there exists a path in the rotation graph from node � to node W
that passes through no node numbered lower than W .

Proof. Suppose we have a node W for which such a path does not exist. When nodes
. fUgCgCgCf W�,'. are eliminated, the remaining rotation graph will be disconnected. If we try to do
elimination in column W , we will be able at best to eliminate all but one of the nonzeros in the
disconnected piece, but there is no rotation that will eliminate that last nonzero. Therefore,
this set of allowed rotation planes is not complete.

Suppose these paths do exist. Then at each stage W (W�0�. fCgUgCgmf  ) of the elimination,
the rotation graph is connected and thus by Lemma 2.1, an admissible edge ordering and a
feasible rotation sequence exists. Therefore the set of rotation planes is complete.

COROLLARY 2.3. A set of allowed rotation planes ��Y[V f W�]v� with .RO�V f W�O�� is com-
plete if and only if the rotation graph as well as each of the graphs formed by deleting nodes
. through x , for x�0�. fUgCgCgCf  �,�. , are connected.

Proof. This connectedness property is necessary and sufficient for the existence of a path
in the rotation graph from node � to node W that passes through no node numbered lower
than W .

One obvious result is perhaps worth stating.
COROLLARY 2.4. The minimal number of allowed rotation planes that can be used to

reduce a general ���X matrix to upper triangular form is ��,Q. .
Proof. Since a connected graph on � nodes must have at least �2,P. edges, the statement

follows from Corollary 2.3.
Thus the star graph and the chain graph with node numbers decreasing along each path

from � give minimal sets of allowable rotation planes.
Finally, we generalize the concept of a complete set of rotations by allowing reorderings

of the rows and columns of the matrix to be triangularized. We will call a set of allowed
rotation planes permutation-complete if there exists a permutation matrix � such that any
��� � matrix � can be factored as �8¡¢�~��0£Y��T¡ % �8]d� where � is upper triangular,
� is a permutation matrix, and

%
is the product of at most ��Y��¤,�.^]�_<& rotations in the

allowed rotation planes. (Equivalently, we could require that an �¥�' matrix � ( �¦"� )
can be factored into a permutation of an upper triangular matrix using �X �,P ZY[ T\z.?]�_o& such
rotations.)

Realizing that permutations of
%

correspond to renumberings of the nodes of the rotation
graph, we characterize permutation-completeness in the next theorem.

THEOREM 2.5. A set of allowed rotation planes is permutation-complete if and only if
the rotation graph is connected.

Proof. Suppose that the rotation graph is connected. As in the proof of Lemma 2.1,
choose a spanning tree of the graph and create an admissible node ordering by depth-first
search, deleting children before parents. With this numbering of the nodes of the rotation
graph, Theorem 2.2 tells us that the set of allowed rotation planes is complete.

Conversely, if the rotation graph is not connected, there is no renumbering that creates a
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path between nodes in the disjoint pieces, so we conclude from Theorem 2.2 that this set of
allowed rotation planes is not permutation-complete.

3. Three Examples. We apply our algorithms to two problems in constructing the se-
quence of gates to implement a quantum circuit and to QR factorization of a matrix distributed
among parallel processors. For ease of notation, we number the rows and columns of an  ��~ 
matrix from N to  �,z. , rather than from . to  , since this makes the graph connectivity more
clear.

3.1. Designing Quantum Circuits for 3 Qubits. In quantum computing with 3 qubits,
we transform a state vector of length & k 0¨§ by multiplication by a unitary matrix. Due to
the axioms of quantum mechanics, a data-state of a three quantum-bit quantum computer is
described by a vector in the Kronecker product space © a«ª © a«ª © a , where © a is the one-
qubit state space spanned by vectors (or kets) ¬ NE and ¬®.^ . The practical implication is that
the most easily implemented unitary maps, which correspond to physical processes local to
a single quantum-bit, are matrices of the form ¯ ª

°
e ª

°
e ,
°
e ª ¯ ª

°
e , and

°
e ª

°
e ª ¯ ,

where ¯ is a &X�/& unitary matrix and
°m±

is the ²*�!² identity matrix. In order to apply an
arbitrary unitary matrix, we would like to design our quantum circuits by factoring the unitary
matrix into a product of matrices drawn from this collection of tensor products, but they are
not sufficient. Indeed, the set of all matrices of the form ³ ª ¯ ª

´
is ten dimensional and

cannot contain all §��T§ unitary matrices. However, it is possible to obtain all unitary matrices
by interleaving two-qubit operators, tensors of the form

°
e�ª ¯ and ¯ ª

°
e for ¯ varying

over )���) unitary matrices [6].
Instead of adding two-qubit operators, we augment this collection with controlled oper-

ations. The simplest of these is
°Uµ>¶ ¯ . All are equivalent to replacing certain copies of ¯ in

the tensor product matrices by identity matrices. Physically, ¯ is applied to the target qubit
if and only if the control qubits carry a fixed logical state, usually chosen to have all qubits
equal to one. Controlled gates may be implemented using a number of two-qubit gates that is
linear in the number of controls [5, Fig.6]. Not all Givens rotations of an eight dimensional
vector space are doubly-controlled gates, but every 6R`®·�c9 u where the binary expansions of W
and x differ in a single bit is.

Early papers on quantum circuit design (e.g., [5]) used the traditional choice of rotations.
For example, to reduce the first column of an §���§ matrix to upper triangular form, we apply
the rotations in the order

6*`®·�c·ma�f 6*`®·�c·�elf 6*`®·jc·jk�f 6*`®·�c·�}�f 6*`®·�c·�¸�f 6*`®·�c·
µ
f 6*`®·jc·j¹�g

Only the rotations 6 ·ma , 6 ·je , and 6 ·j} satisfy the constraint that the binary representations of
the indices V and W differ in a single bit.

There are 12 allowed rotation planes that satisfy the constraint, corresponding to the 12
edges of the rotation graph of Figure 3.1. Since this is a connected graph on the 8 nodes, and
since deleting nodes in numerical order preserves connectivity, this set of rotation planes is
complete. We can derive many elimination strategies that use only the allowed rotations. For
example, for x�0�. , forming the spanning tree by breaking the edges (2,6), (6,7), (3,2), (4,5),
and (3,7) and processing highest numbered nodes first gives the rotation sequence

6*`®·�c¸j¹�f 6*`®·�c}
µ
f 6*`®·jcad¸�f 6*`®·�c·�}�f 6*`®·�cahk�f 6*`®·�c·�elf 6*`®·jc·va�f

and this construction can be extended to hypercube rotation graphs of any size.
One such strategy has been described in [10], optimizing the use of the tensor product

structure. A construction for qudits, with a state space of dimension ºE4 ( º�»(& ) instead of &?4 ,
is given in [3, 2].
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FIG. 3.1. The 3-qubit rotation graph (Section 3.1). Also, the allowed rotation planes for a hypercube (Section 3.2)

3.2. Parallel QR Factorization. If a QR factorization is to be computed on a hypercube
multiprocessor, where the matrix is distributed as one row per processor, then the allowed ro-
tation planes, the ones corresponding to communication only among neighboring processors,
are exactly those corresponding to the edges of a hypercube, as illustrated in Figure 3.1 for
 !03§ processors.

If a block of rows is distributed on each processor, then the hypercube rotations are
sufficient to add to the rotations local to each processor in order to form a complete set of
rotation planes.

One such elimination strategy was developed by Chu and George [4]. In addition to using
only the allowed rotations, it is important to minimize the height of the spanning tree and the
degree of the nodes within it, since this determines the time needed for the decomposition.

3.3. Designing Quantum Circuits for Qudits. The alkali of ¿ ¹ Rb is being investigated
for its use in quantum computing. The 8 hyperfine levels of its ground state can be used
to encode quantum information as a qudit with º�0�y bits. (In the Dirac notation, the state-
space of such a qudit is isomorphic to ÀrÁ with spanning kets ¬ NE f ¬:.? fUgCgCgCf ¬ º¼,�.^ .) For physical
reasons, only the 8 rotation planes corresponding to the edges of the graph of Figure 3.2 are
allowed [9, 1].

If we are constrained to the ordering given in the graph, this set of rotation planes is not
complete; for example, there is no path from 5 to 7 that does not pass through 0. Therefore,
in order to do the reduction, we must, for instance, add the ability to do swaps, permutations
of two rows in order to position them for the allowed rotation planes. These permutations are
themselves (trivial) rotations. Counting permutations, 54 rotations are required to reduce a
general matrix §t��§ matrix to upper triangular form.

In this application, however, ordering is not important, so the critical property is permu-
tation-completeness. The rule (Corollary 2.3) is to delete the nodes in an order that ensures
that the remaining graph at each stage is connected. So, for example, 7 must be deleted before
0, and 3 must be deleted before 2. Once a node is deleted from the cycle (0-5-2-4-1-6), then
the ordering on the remaining nodes must be such that we delete from one or both ends of the
resulting chain of 5 nodes.

The minimum number of rotations required is §~ÂlÃE_o&�0�&<§ . One ordering that requires
only 28 allowed rotations (gates) is 7,0,6,5,3,2,4,1, and here is one minimal feasible rotation
sequence:
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FIG. 3.2. The qudit rotation graph.

� Step 1: Reduce column 7 to a single nonzero by the rotation sequence

6 `=¹�c}Up a f 6 `�¹jcemp } f 6 `�¹jceCp k f 6 `�¹�c¸mp e f 6 `�¹jc·Up ¸ f 6 `�¹�c·Cp
µ
f 6 `�¹jc¹Cp · g� Step 2: Reduce column 0 to 2 nonzeros by the rotation sequence

6*`®·�c}maIf 6*`�·jce�}lf 6*`®·jce�k�f 6*`®·�c¸je�f 6*`®·�c·�¸�f 6*`�·jc·
µ
g� Step 3: Reduce column 6 to 3 nonzeros by the rotation sequence

6 `
µ
cej¸ f 6 `

µ
ce�k f 6 `

µ
c}je f 6 `

µ
cad} f 6 `

µ
cµ a g� Step 4: Reduce column 5 to 4 nonzeros by the rotation sequence

6*`=¸�c}ma�f 6*`�¸�ceh}~f 6*`�¸jcejk�f 6*`�¸jc¸je�g� Step 5: Reduce column 3 to 5 nonzeros by the rotation sequence

6 `=k�c}ma f 6 `�kjceh} f 6 `�kjckje g� Step 6: Reduce column 2 to 6 nonzeros by the rotation sequence

6 `�e�c}va�f 6 `�ejce�}lg� Step 7: Reduce column 4 to 7 nonzeros by the rotation sequence

6 `®}�c}va g
4. Conclusions. We have developed the rotation graph as a tool to devise elimination

orderings in Givens QR factorizations. Properties of this graph characterize sets of rotation
planes that are complete (or permutation-complete) and identify rotation planes to add to
complete an incomplete set. Through spanning trees, we also have a constructive way to de-
termine all feasible rotation sequences for performing the QR factorization. This construction
could be automated for quantum circuit design.
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